


It was an early summer morning. 

“What are you reading?” asked a tiny voice. It was Danny

- a small and curious boy.

“I’m reading a fabulous book about a wonderland called

Bookvaria,” answered another tiny voice. 

It was Annie - a studious girl, who was holding a giant

book.

“What’s it about?” asked curious Danny.

“Bookvaria is an amazing country, where children can 

learn whatever they want to. It has a huge castle with lots

of high towers. Each tower you climb gives you a different

topic to learn about,” explained Annie.

“Hmmm, sounds interesting. Have you been there 

before?”

“No, but I’d like to go there.”

“I would too. Is it very far?”

“No, the book says it’s not far from here. There are 

directions, showing you how to get there.”

“Why don’t we go there now?”

“Hey, that’s a good idea! Let’s go”
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While “Z, zipper, zebra” were echoing in the air the children noticed that everything around 
them was changing – suddenly they were back to where they had started, at the gate. The 
wizard was waiting for them and smiling.
“Congratulations, Annie and Danny!” he said. “You have passed the first part of your 
programme and now you know the alphabet. Keep that piece of map. You are always 
welcome to visit Bookvaria again and again. Every time you return, you will discover another 
tower and you will find something different to study.”
With those words he suddenly disappeared and the children made their way home happy 
and satisfied. 

END



Bookvaria offers new and unique educational  opportunities for 

children, combining a fairy tale with educational content. Bookvaria

is a virtual country and a safe place for kids to start their education. 

As a first stage of the project we have created English Alphabet

activities which will enable children to learn the shape of each

letter,  know how to write each letter, recognize words starting with 

certain letters through pictures, find objects and pictures beginning 
with certain letter, thus enhancing the required knowledge for a 

preschool level. 

It is a great educational resource useful for early education as well 

as for older children with English as a second language.

Wish you a pleasant journey in that land of Knowledge!
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